Henry & Glenn Forever

Starring super-notorious musclebound
punk/metal dudes Glenn Danzig and Henry
Rollins (with a little help from
super-notorious soft-rockdudes Hall and
Oates) Henry & Glenn Forever is a love
story to end all love stories!The premise of
this comic is explained in the beginning:
Henry and Glenn are very good friends.
They are also room mates. Daryl and John
live next door. They are satanists. What
follows is made up of ultra-metal violence,
cryfest diary entries, cringing self-doubt,
and mega-hilarious emo-meltdowns. Who
knew Danzig was such a vulnerable,
self-conscious sweetie-pie? Who knew
Rollins was such a caring spouse? Who
knew Hall and Oates were so infernally
evilyet
so
considerate?
Well,
illustrating/writing team Igloo Tornado
(featuring super-awesome comix dude Tom
Neely) did and they kicked down 66
illustrated pages telling all. Genius on all
fronts.
Terrifyingly
cute.
Cutely
terrifying.As the real-life Rollins says,
quoted on the back cover, Has Glenn seen
this? Trust me, he would not be impressed.

June 23, 1955, some hellish crag opened up and spit out the mighty metal scion now known as Glenn Danzig. Through
his work with the Misfits If Henry and Glenn Forever isnt on your radar, it really should be. Its an indie comic that
imagines Misfits/Danzig frontman Glenn Danzig andHenry & Glenn Forever & Ever has 190 ratings and 40 reviews.
Jan said: Henry & Glenn Forever & Ever revolves around the fictional romantic relationship bStarring super-notorious
musclebound punk/metaldudes Glenn Danzig and Henry Rollins (with a little help from super-notorious soft-rockdudes
Hall and Oates) Panel selection from Henry & Glenn Forever & Ever . Panel illustrated by Tom Neely. Photo courtesy
of Microcosm Publishing. What is true loveThe greatest love story ever told has finally been released in graphic novel
form, featuring 20 short stories about the domestic life of Henry and Glenn andHenry & Glenn Forever. 9031 likes 5
talking about this. Henry and Glenn is the creation of the Art Fraternity Igloo Tornado . The mini comic was Maybe
not, but the fictional coupling of Henry Rollins and Glenn Danzig in the comic Henry & Glenn Forever (and we were
the first big mediaHenry and Glenn Forever and Ever, No. 2 [Tom Neely] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In
the latest installment of the greatest love storyHenry & Glenn Forever has 288 ratings and 49 reviews. HFK said: Well,
Rollins is a man I would like to bang bang all days, all nights at lThe original book by the four members of Igloo
Tornado was followed by a second volume Forever & Ever edited by Tom Neely and includes over 50 artists Starring
super-notorious musclebound punk/metaldudes Glenn Danzig and Henry Rollins (with a little help from super-notorious
soft-rockdudes Nearly ever publication (including ours) asked just one question when they first saw Henry & Glenn
Forever, the collection of zines that porHenry & Glenn Forever & Ever: The Completely Ridiculous Edition [Tom
Neely] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The definitive collection of
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